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The debut collection at Hartnell
Home is the definition of style and
sophistication. A selection of
opulent and classic pieces echo
British designer Norman Hartnell’s
eye for detail. It’s easy to add a
touch of luxury with ornate
candlesticks, dinnerware and
elegant cutlery sets. Expect to 
pay from £45 for a set of four 
side plates. roullierwhite.com.

A place to perch
One of the latest trends to
watch is concrete... and it

seems Cox & Cox have got 
it covered with the new

distressed concrete-topped
stool with oak legs, £120. It’s
one of the new additions to

the 2014 collection along
with the concrete-topped

side table, £199, which is an
ideal resting place for books
or drinks. coxandcox.co.uk.

CENTRE
OF ATTENTION

When creating a kitchen, it’s all
about flexibility and you can achieve
this by opting for unfitted elements.
Bespoke furniture maker Woodstock
Furniture has plenty of cabinetry to

choose from including a central island
which gives you the opportunity to

conjure an individual look to suit your
home as well as a functional space to

cook. Kitchens start from £30,000.
woodstockfurniture.co.uk. 

LAVISH DINING 

New PERSPECTIVE
Just as we view new buildings and structures
around us, it’s great to open our eyes to other
new designs. The Webwood coffee table by
architect and designer Fabrice Ausset has caught
our attention. It has an Oregon pine top and a
polished marble monolith – two materials which
work beautifully together. It’s from around
£10,929. You can visit the showroom on the
Fulham Road in London. philippe-hurel.com/en. 

OPEN CONCEPT
The demand for our kitchens to flow seamlessly
and to be designed to suit a laid-back living style

is increasing. Tailoring its latest range to reflect
this modern necessity, Leicht has introduced the
Synthia C Ceres handleless kitchen. It has a large

freestanding island with standard doors and
pull-outs which have been extended down to

the floor to give them a cupboard feel. Kitchens
start from £15,000. leicht.de/en/home/.
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